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INTRODUCTION: To faithfully distribute genetic
material to daughter cells during cell division,
spindle fibers must couple to DNA by means
of a structure called the kinetochore, which
assembles at each chromosome’s centromere.
Human centromeres are located within large
arrays of tandemly repeated DNA sequences
known as alpha satellite (aSat), which often
span millions of base pairs on each chromo-
some. Arrays of aSat are frequently surrounded
by other types of tandem satellite repeats,
which have poorly understood functions, along
with nonrepetitive sequences, including tran-
scribed genes. Previous genome sequencing
efforts have been unable to generate complete
assemblies of satellite-rich regions because of
their scale and repetitive nature, limiting the

ability to study their organization, variation,
and function.

RATIONALE: Pericentromeric and centromeric
(peri/centromeric) satellite DNA sequences
have remained almost entirelymissing from the
assembled human reference genome for the
past 20 years. Using a complete, telomere-to-
telomere (T2T) assembly of a human genome,
we developed and deployed tailored computa-
tional approaches to reveal the organization
and evolutionary patterns of these satellite
arrays at both large and small length scales.
We also performed experiments to map pre-
cisely which aSat repeats interact with kine-
tochore proteins. Last, we compared peri/
centromeric regions among multiple individ-

uals to understand how these sequences vary
across diverse genetic backgrounds.

RESULTS: Satellite repeats constitute 6.2% of
the T2T-CHM13 genome assembly, with aSat
representing the single largest component
(2.8% of the genome). By studying the se-
quence relationships of aSat repeats in detail
across each centromere, we found genome-
wide evidence that human centromeres evolve
through “layered expansions.” Specifically, dis-
tinct repetitive variants arisewithin each centro-
meric region and expand through mechanisms
that resemble successive tandem duplications,
whereas older flanking sequences shrink and
diverge over time. We also revealed that the
most recently expanded repeats within each
aSat array are more likely to interact with
the inner kinetochore protein Centromere
Protein A (CENP-A), which coincides with re-
gions of reduced CpGmethylation. This sug-
gests a strong relationship between local
satellite repeat expansion, kinetochore position-
ing, and DNA hypomethylation. Furthermore,
we uncovered large and unexpected structural
rearrangements that affect multiple satellite
repeat types, including active centromeric aSat
arrays. Last, by comparing sequence informa-
tion from nearly 1600 individuals’ X chro-
mosomes, we observed that individuals with
recent African ancestry possess the greatest
genetic diversity in the region surrounding the
centromere, which sometimes contains a pre-
dominantly African aSat sequence variant.

CONCLUSION: The genetic and epigenetic prop-
erties of centromeres are closely interwoven
through evolution. These findings raise impor-
tant questions about the specific molecular
mechanisms responsible for the relationship
between inner kinetochore proteins, DNA hy-
pomethylation, and layered aSat expansions.
Evenmorequestions remain about the function
and evolution of non-aSat repeats. To begin
answering these questions, we have produced a
comprehensive encyclopediaofperi/centromeric
sequences in a human genome, and we demon-
strated how these regions can be studied with
modern genomic tools. Our work also illumi-
nates the rich genetic variation hidden within
these formerlymissing regions of the genome,
whichmay contribute tohealth anddisease. This
unexplored variation underlines the need for
more T2T human genome assemblies from ge-
netically diverse individuals.▪
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Gapless assemblies illuminate centromere evolution. (Top) The organization of peri/centromeric satellite
repeats. (Bottom left) A schematic portraying (i) evidence for centromere evolution through layered expansions
and (ii) the localization of inner-kinetochore proteins in the youngest, most recently expanded repeats, which
coincide with a region of DNA hypomethylation. (Bottom right) An illustration of the global distribution of
chrX centromere haplotypes, showing increased diversity in populations with recent African ancestry.
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Existing human genome assemblies have almost entirely excluded repetitive sequences within and near
centromeres, limiting our understanding of their organization, evolution, and functions, which include
facilitating proper chromosome segregation. Now, a complete, telomere-to-telomere human genome
assembly (T2T-CHM13) has enabled us to comprehensively characterize pericentromeric and
centromeric repeats, which constitute 6.2% of the genome (189.9 megabases). Detailed maps of
these regions revealed multimegabase structural rearrangements, including in active centromeric
repeat arrays. Analysis of centromere-associated sequences uncovered a strong relationship
between the position of the centromere and the evolution of the surrounding DNA through layered
repeat expansions. Furthermore, comparisons of chromosome X centromeres across a diverse panel
of individuals illuminated high degrees of structural, epigenetic, and sequence variation in these
complex and rapidly evolving regions.

F
or two decades, genome sequencing and
assembly efforts have excluded an esti-
mated 5 to 10% of the human genome,
most of which is found in and around
each chromosome’s centromere (1, 2).

These large regions contain highly repetitive
DNA sequences, which impede assembly from
short DNA sequencing reads (1, 3). Centro-
meres function to ensure proper distribution
of genetic material to daughter cells during
cell division,making them critical for genome

stability, fertility, and healthy development (4).
Nearly everything known about the sequence
composition of human centromeres and their
surrounding regions, called pericentromeres,
stems from individual experimental observa-
tions (5–8), low-resolution classical mapping
techniques (9, 10), analyses of unassembled
sequencing reads (11–14), or recent studies of
centromeric sequences on individual chromo-
somes (15–17). As a result, millions of bases in
the pericentromeric and centromeric regions

(hereafter peri/centromeres) remain largely
uncharacterized and omitted from contempo-
rary genetic and epigenetic studies. Recently,
long-read sequencing and assembly methods
enabled the Telomere-to-Telomere Consortium
to produce a complete assembly of an entire
human genome (T2T-CHM13) (2). This effort
relied on careful measures to correctly assem-
ble, polish, and validate entire peri/centromeric
repeat arrays (2, 18). By deeply characterizing
these recently assembled sequences, we present
a high-resolution, genome-wide atlas of the
sequence content and organization of human
peri/centromeric regions.
Centromeres provide a robust assembly

point for kinetochore proteins, which physi-
cally couple each chromosome to spindle fibers
during cell division (4). Compromised centro-
mere function can lead to nondisjunction, a
major cause of somatic and germline disease
(19). In many eukaryotes, the centromere is
composed of tandemly repeated DNA se-
quences, called satellite DNA, but these se-
quences differ widely among species (20, 21).
In humans, centromeres are defined by alpha
satellite DNA (aSat), an AT-rich repeat family
composed of ~171 base pair (bp) monomers,
which can occur as different subtypes repeated
in a head-to-tail orientation for millions of
bases (22, 23). In the largest aSat arrays, dif-
ferent monomer subtypes belong to higher-
order repeats (HORs); for example, monomer
subtypes a, b, and c can repeat as abc-abc-abc
(24, 25). HOR arrays tend to be large and
highly homogeneous, often containing thou-
sands of nearly identical HOR units. However,
kinetochore proteins associate with only a
subset of these HOR units, usually within the
largest HOR array on each chromosome, which
is called the active array (25, 26). Distinct aSat
HOR arrays tend to differ in sequence and
structure (27, 28), and like other satellite re-
peats, they evolve rapidly through mechanisms
such as unequal crossover and gene conver-
sion (29, 30). Consequently, satellite arrays
frequently expand and contract in size and
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generate a high degree of interindividual poly-
morphism (29–31). Active aSatHOR arrays are
flanked by inactive pericentromeric regions,
which often include (i) smaller arrays of di-
verged aSatmonomers that lackHORs (27, 32);
(ii) transposable elements (TEs); (iii) segmental
duplications, which sometimes include ex-
pressed genes (33, 34); and (iv) non-aSat sat-
ellite repeat families (35), which have poorly
understood functions. Given the opportunity
to explore these regions in a complete human
genome assembly, we investigated the precise
localization of inner kinetochore proteins with-
in large aSat arrays and surveyed sequence-
based trends in the structure, function, variation,
and evolution of peri/centromeric DNA.

A comprehensive map of peri/centromeric
satellite DNA

Human peri/centromeric satellite DNAs rep-
resent 6.2% of the T2T-CHM13v1.1 genome
(~189.9 Mb) (tables S1 and S2 and figs. S1 and
S2). Nearly all of this sequence remains un-
assembled or belongs to simulated arrays
called reference models (12) in the current
GRCh38/hg38 reference sequence (hereafter,
hg38), including pericentromeric satellite DNA

families that extend into each of the five acro-
centric short arms. Fromdecades of individual
observations, a framework for the overall or-
ganization of a typical human peri/centromeric
region has been proposed (Fig. 1A). By annotat-
ing and examining the repeat content of these
regions in the CHM13 assembly (Fig. 1, B and
C; figs. S1 and S2; table S1; and database S1),
we tested and largely confirmed this broad
framework genome-wide at base-pair resolu-
tion. However, we uncovered unexpected large-
scale structural rearrangements and previously
unresolved satellite variants (fig. S1).
All centromeric regions contain long tracts,

or arrays, of tandemly repeated aSat mono-
mers (85.2 Mb total genome-wide) (Fig. 1, B
and C) (36). Most chromosomes also contain
classical human satellites 2 and/or 3 (HSat2
and HSat3, totaling 28.7 and 47.6 Mb, respec-
tively). HSat2 and HSat3 are derived from the
simple repeat (CATTC)n and constitute the
largest contiguous satellite arrays found in
the human genome, including a 27.6-Mb array
on chromosome 9 (chr9) (Fig. 1, B and C)
(11, 37, 38). Furthermore, two distinct satellite
DNA families constitute the most AT-rich re-
gions of the genome (37, 39), which we refer to

asHSat1A (13.4Mb total, foundmostly on chr3,
chr4, and chr13) and HSat1B (found mostly on
chrY, with 1.2 Mb on the acrocentrics) (table
S1). Two additional large families, beta satellite
(bSat; 7.7 Mb total) and gamma satellite (gSat;
630 kb total), are more GC-rich than aSat and
contain dense CpG methylation (fig. S3). All
remaining annotated pericentromeric satellite
DNAs total 5.6 Mb, with 1.2 Mb representing
previously unresolved types of satellite DNA
(table S1 and fig. S2) (40). Nonsatellite bases
between satellite arrays and extending into
the p-arms and q-arms are considered “centric
transition” regions, which largely represent
long tracts of segmental duplications, including
expressed genes (Fig. 1C and fig. S1) (2, 41, 42).
These annotations provide a complete and de-
tailedmapof all the peri/centromeric sequences
in a human genome.

Complete assessment of aSat substructure
and genomic organization

To better understand the organization and evo-
lution of aSat arrays, we generated a genome-
wide database of aSat monomers (42). We
grouped thesemonomers into distinct classes
belonging to 20 suprachromosomal families
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Fig. 1. Overview of all peri/centromeric regions in CHM13. (A) Schematic of a generalized human peri/centromeric region, identifying major sequence
components and their properties (not to scale). HSat2,3 repeat unit lengths vary by genomic region. (B) Barplots of the total lengths of each major satellite family
genome-wide. (C) Micrographs of representative 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)–stained chromosomes from CHM13 metaphase spreads, next to a color-coded
map of peri/centromeric satellite DNA arrays [available as a browser track (database S1)]. Large satellite arrays are labeled.
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(SFs) (tables S2 and S3 and database S2)
(32, 43, 44) and identified 80 different HOR
arrays and more than 1000 different mono-
mers inHORs across the genome (70Mb total)
(table S4 anddatabase S3) (38). Although 18 out
of 23 chromosomes contain multiple, distinct
HOR arrays (up to nine), only one HOR array
per chromosome is active, meaning that it
consistently associates with the kinetochore
across individuals (Fig. 1, B and C, and table
S4) (25). The active array on each chromosome
ranges in size from 4.8 Mb on chr18 down to
340 kb on chr21, which is near the low end of
the estimated aSat size range for chr21 among
healthy individuals (45). Inactive HOR arrays
tend to be much smaller (8 Mb total genome-
wide) (Fig. 1, B and C, and table S4). Adjacent to
many homogeneous HOR arrays are regions of
divergent aSat HORs, in which HOR periodic-
ity is somewhat or even completely eroded (44),
as well as highly divergent aSat monomeric
layers that lack HOR structure (32), totaling
15.2 Mb in CHM13.
The completeness and quality of the T2T-

CHM13 assembly also allowed us to resolve
HOR arrays that are highly similar between
chromosomes, such as those found on chro-
mosomes 13/21, 14/22, and 1/5/19, which have
confounded studies in the past (7, 27, 36).
Within these arrays,we identified chromosome-
specific sequence variants and patterns of
structural variants, which we validated using
flow-sorted chromosome libraries for the chro-
mosome 1/5/19 arrays (fig. S4) (42). This enabled
us to infer their evolutionary history, provid-
ing evidence that the 1/5/19 HOR first origi-
nated on chr19 (42).

Large structural rearrangements in
peri/centromeric regions

Producing complete maps of peri/centromeric
regions revealed the large-scale organization
of satellite DNAs and their embedded non-
satellite sequences, including TEs and genes
(Fig. 2, A to E). Although divergent aSats con-
tain many inversions (46) and TE insertions
(47), such events within active HOR arrays are
unexpected because they were considered to
be homogeneous (48, 49). Quantifying strand
inversions across entire satellite arrays revealed
unexpected anomalies (Fig. 2, A, B, and E; fig.
S1; table S5; and databases S4 and S5). For
example, we uncovered a 1.7-Mb inversion
inside the active aSat HOR array on chr1
(Fig. 2A), along with inversions in inactive
HOR arrays on chr3, chr16, and chr20 (figs. S1
and S5). Unexpectedly, the large pericentro-
meric HSat3 array on chr9 and the bSat arrays
on chr1 and the acrocentrics containmore than
200 inversion breakpoints (Fig. 2A and fig. S5),
whereas in other arrays inversions are rare.
Apart from inversions, two multimegabase

HSat1A arrays appear to have inserted in and
split the active HOR arrays on chr3 and chr4

(fig. S1 and table S6). We also found evidence
for an ancient duplication event that predated
African ape divergence and involved a large
segment of the ancient chr6 centromere
plus about 1 Mb of adjacent p-arm sequence
(database S6) (42). This duplication created
a different centromere locus that hosts the
current active chr6 HOR array.
We also assigned HSat2 and HSat3 arrays

to their respective sequence subfamilies from
(11) and found previously unresolved chro-
mosomal localizations of several HSat3 sub-
families (such as HSat3B1 on chr17) (Fig. 2, B
and D). However, we also noticed a lack of
HSat3B2 on chr1, contrary to expectations
based on different cell lines (11), implying a
large deletion of this subfamily on chr1 in
CHM13.
To better understand whether these satel-

lite inversions, insertions, and deletions are
common outside of the CHM13 genome, we
searched for them across 16 haplotype-resolved
draft diploid assemblies of genetically diverse
individuals from theHuman PangenomeRef-
erence Consortium (HPRC) (50). This revealed
that the inversion in the active aSatHORarray
on chr1 is polymorphic across individuals and
evident in about half of ascertainable haplo-
types (11 of 24) (fig. S6). However, the HSat1A
insertions on chr3 and chr4 are present in all
ascertainable haplotypes (32 of 32 and 33 of
33, respectively) (fig. S7). Furthermore, CHM13’s
missing chr1 HSat3B2 array is contained with-
in a 400-kb polymorphic deletion, which we
detected in 29% (8 of 28) of haplotypes exam-
ined (Fig. 2A and fig. S7). Thus, these peri/
centromeric structural rearrangements are not
specific to the CHM13 genome but are present
either variably or fixed across humans.

TE and gene interspersion in
peri/centromeric regions

Like inversions and insertions, TEs are virtu-
ally absent from homogeneous HOR arrays
but are enriched in divergent aSat in CHM13
(Fig. 2E and database S7) (47, 51). The CHM13
assembly also revealed regions where combi-
nations of TE sequences have been tandemly
duplicated, forming “composite satellites”
[described in (40)]. We also found that other
satellites—such as HSat1A/B, HSat3, and bSat—
often include fragments of ancient TEs as part
of their repeating units, a phenomenon rarely
observed in aSat HOR arrays (Fig. 2, A, B, and
E, and fig. S8) (39, 52, 53).
We also compared our pericentromeric

maps with gene annotations reported for T2T-
CHM13, revealing 676 gene and pseudogene
annotations embedded between large satellite
arrays, including 23 protein coding genes and
141 long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) (exclud-
ing the acrocentric short arms) (table S7 and
database S8) (2). One region on chr17, located
between the large HSat3 and aSat arrays (Fig.

2C), contains two protein-coding genes:KCNJ17,
which encodes a disease-associated potassium
channel inmuscle cells (54), andUBBP4, which
encodes a functional ubiquitin variant thatmay
play a role in regulation of nuclear lamins (55).
KCNJ17 is missing from GRCh38, which likely
has caused inaccurate andmissed variant calls
in paralogous genes KCNJ12 and KCNJ18 (56).
This region also contains a lncRNA annota-
tion (LINC02002), which starts inside an SST1
element and continues into an adjacent 33-kb
array of divergent aSat. Furthermore, we iden-
tified a processed paralog of an apoptosis-
related protein-coding gene, BCLAF1 (BCL2
Associated Transcription Factor 1), as part of
a segmental duplication embedded within an
inactive aSat HOR array on chr16 (fig. S9).

The fine repeat structure of satellite
DNA arrays

To further chart the structureofperi/centromeric
regions at high resolution, we compared indi-
vidual repeat units within and between differ-
ent satellite arrays. We decomposed each aSat
HOR array first into individual monomers and
then into entire HORs, revealing the positions
of full-size canonical HORs and structural var-
iant HORs resulting from insertions or dele-
tions (databases S9 and S10) (42). Whereas
some chromosomes, such as chr7, are com-
posed almost entirely of canonical HOR units,
others, such as chr10, contain many structural
variant HOR types, with high variation in the
relative frequency of these structural variants
across individuals (Fig. 3A and fig. S10).
Unlike aSat, some families such as HSat2

and HSat3 have inconsistent or unknown
repeat unit lengths and often contain an ir-
regular hierarchy of smaller repeating units.
We refer to these repeat units as nested tan-
dem repeats (NTRs), amore general term than
HORs, which are composed of discrete num-
bers of monomers of similar lengths. To ex-
pand our ability to annotate repeat structure
within assembled satellite DNA arrays, we
developed NTRprism, an algorithm to dis-
cover and visualize satellite repeat periodicity
[(42), similar to (57)]. Using this tool, we dis-
covered HORs in HSat1 and bSat arrays, as
well as NTRs inmultiple HSat2,3 arrays, such
as a 2235-bp repeating unit in the HSat3B1
array on chr17 (Fig. 3B and fig. S11). We also
applied this tool in smaller windows across
individual arrays, showing that repeat peri-
odicity can vary across an array, which is
consistent with NTRs evolving and expanding
hyper-locally in some cases (fig. S11).

Genome-wide evidence of layered expansions
in centromeric arrays

The T2T-CHM13 assembly also provides an
opportunity to examine how peri/centromeric
sequences evolve. A “layered expansion”mod-
el for centromeric aSat evolution has been
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hypothesized on the basis of limited observa-
tions of the most diverged aSat sequences in
the human genome [reviewed in (36)]. This
model postulates that distinct aSat repeats
periodically emerge and expand within an
active array, displacing the older repeats side-

ways and becoming the site of kinetochore
assembly. The newer, expanding aSat se-
quences can originate from within the same
array (32) or from a different array (intra-
versus interarray seeding) (58, 59). As this pro-
cess iterates over time, the displaced sequences

form distinct layers that flank the active cen-
tromere with mirror symmetry (Fig. 3C), and
these flanking layers rapidly shrink and decay
(17, 32, 44). We used the T2T-CHM13 assembly
to infer the evolutionary dynamics of aSat
repeat arrays genome-wide to test the layered
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expansionmodel and understand how it may
relate to centromere function. In doing so, we
detected evidence of layered expansions across
all aSat sequences, from the most diverged
fringes of monomeric aSat to the cores of
active HOR arrays.
First, we confirmed that two types of diver-

gent aSat symmetrically flank HOR arrays
across the genome: divergent HORs (dHORs)

(database S11) andmonomeric aSats (table S8),
which represent ancient, decayed centromeres
of primate ancestors (32). We classified diver-
gent aSat into distinct SFs and dHOR families
and demonstrated how these sequences accu-
mulate mutations, inversions, TE insertions,
and non-aSat satellite expansions over time
(Fig. 3C; tables S5, S6, and S9; and databases
S4, S5, and S7). We also found gradients of

size and intra-array divergence (17 to 26%) in
monomeric aSat layers, a steep (~10%) diver-
gence increase between HORs and dHORs,
and a gradient of embedded TE quantity and
age that parallels the age of monomeric layers
(Figs. 2E and 3C, table S9, and database S7)
(17, 32, 44).
We next asked whether the layered expan-

sion pattern extends into the active aSat HOR
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Fig. 3. Genome-wide evidence of layered expansions in centromeric
aSat arrays. (A) (Top) HOR structural variant positions across the active
aSat arrays on chr7 and chr10 (gray, canonical HORs; other colors, structural
variants). (Bottom) Percentages of HOR structural variant types on HiFi
sequencing reads from 16 HPRC cell lines. Variant nomenclature is described
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(C) Comparison of the age and divergence of LINE TEs embedded in different
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active HOR sequence (ANC) (42). Branch lengths indicate base substitutions
per position.
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arrays. On four chromosomes, the active HOR
array is surrounded symmetrically by inactive
HORs of a distinct type, which is consistent
with interarray seeding [chr1 (60), chr2, chr16,
and chr18] (Fig. 3D). In the assembled cen-
tromeres from chrX (16, 61, 62) and chr8 (17), the
central part of the active array was found to
contain HOR variants slightly different from
those on the flanks. To test whether this array
structure is typical, we aligned individual HOR
units within the same array and clustered them
on the basis of their shared sequence variants
(49, 63, 64) into “HOR-haplotypes” or “HOR-
haps” (42). Initial broad classifications of HOR
units into two to four distinct HOR-haps per
array revealed symmetrical layering, which
typically expands from the middle of the array
and is consistent with intra-array seeding and
expansion (Fig. 3D, dark red versus gray). Fur-
ther classification into a larger number of
HOR-haps (5 to 10) found additional evidence
for symmetric patterns (Fig. 3E) (42).
By building rooted phylogenetic trees of

consensus HOR-haps, we confirmed that the
middleHOR-haps are themost recently evolved
(Fig. 3F) (42). We also verified this using com-
plete phylogenetic analysis of all HOR units on
chr3, chr8, and chrX (shown for chr3 in Fig. 3F)
(42). In addition, the intra-array divergence in
central HOR-haps is often slightly lower than
in the flanking arrays, indicating that the cen-
tral HOR-haps have expanded more recently
(Fig. 3F) (42). Together, these findings pre-
sent genome-wide evidence that active aSat
HOR arrays evolve rapidly through layered
expansions, raising the question of how this
dynamic evolutionary process relates to the
positioning of the centromere.

Precise mapping of sites of
kinetochore assembly

Human centromeres are defined epigenet-
ically as the specific subregion bound by inner
kinetochore proteins within each active aSat
HOR array (21, 65). Centromeres contain a
combination of epigenetic marks that distin-
guish them from the surrounding pericen-
tromeric heterochromatin. For example, the
histone variant Centromere ProteinA (CENP-A)
is constitutively present at centromeres (66) and
is often accompanied by “centrochromatin”-
associated modifications to canonical histones
(67). Active aSat arrays also have generally high
CpGmethylation compared with that of neigh-
boring inactive arrays (26) and contain local
regions of reduced CpG methylation called
centromere dip regions (CDRs) (16, 17, 26).
To study HOR organization at sites of kineto-
chore assembly, we identified discrete regions
of CENP-A enrichment within each active array
using sequencing data from native chromatin
immunoprecipitation (NChIP-seq) [data from
(17)] and from CUT&RUN [data from this
study (42)] (table S10) (68). Tomap these short

sequencing reads within aSat arrays, we de-
veloped specialized, repeat-sensitive alignment
approaches (42).
We confirmed that CENP-Abinding is almost

exclusively localized within aSat HOR arrays,
with one active array per chromosome (tables
S4 and S11) (25). We also found the strongest
CENP-A enrichment near and within CDRs
on all chromosomes (17, 26).We found that the
complete span of each centromere position,
defined as a window with high CENP-A en-
richment, extends outside of the CDR and
totals 190 to 570 kb on each chromosome
(Fig. 4, A and B, and table S11). Each CENP-A
span occupies 7 to 24% of the total length of
the active HOR array in which it is embedded
(table S11), which is contrary to predictions
from previous work on chrX and chrY in dif-
ferent cell lines (69). However, we cannot ex-
clude thepossibility that lower levels of CENP-A
extend beyond these windows of strong en-
richment, or that the sizes of these windows
vary among cells or cell types. We detected
smaller regions of CENP-A enrichment outside
of the primary CDR, with some overlapping a
minor, secondary CDR (chr 4, chr16, and chr22)
or no CDR at all (chr18) (Fig. 4B, fig. S12, and
table S11). Furthermore, similar dips in CpG
methylation, although infrequent, do occur
outside CENP-A–associated regions, as ob-
served in a 5S RNA composite satellite array
(40) and within a 10-kb region in the active
aSat HOR array on chr5 (fig. S12).
We also found that CENP-A is typically en-

riched in young, recently expanded HOR-haps
(Fig. 4, A to D, and table S11). For example, in
the active array on chr12, CENP-A is enriched
on only one of two large macro-repeat struc-
tures, both of which contain similar young
HOR-haps (Fig. 4A and fig. S13). Further in-
vestigation revealed that CENP-A and the
CDR coincide with a zone of very recent HOR
expansions (eight sites of nearly identical
duplications within a ~365-kb region) (fig. S13)
(42) that distinguish onemacro-repeat region
from the other (Fig. 4, A andD). Onmost other
chromosomes, we similarly observed a pre-
dominant zone of recently expanded young
HOR-haps (42), which tends to associate with
CENP-A (eight more examples are shown in
fig. S14 and table S11).
However, we identified a few notable ex-

ceptions to this general trend. On chr4, which
has two CENP-A regions occurring on either
side of a 1.7-Mb HSat1A array, we found that
the larger CENP-A region spans a slightly
younger HOR-hap, and the minor CENP-A
region spans an older HOR-hap (Fig. 4, B and
D). On chr5, chr7, and chr13, CENP-A overlaps
youngHOR-haps but not near thepredominant
zone of recent expansions on that chromosome
(fig. S15 and table S11) (42). Inversely, CENP-A
overlaps the zone of recent expansion on chr2,
but this zone is composed of older HOR-haps

(fig. S15). On chr6, we observed CENP-A en-
richment within an older HOR-hap layer, more
than a megabase away from the major zone
of recent duplications and expansions in this
centromere (Fig. 4, C and D). Last, chr21 shows
enrichment across the entire active HOR array
(the smallest in CHM13) (table S11). We ob-
served that human centromeres and CDRs are
typically, although not universally, positioned
over young and/or recently expanded layers
within active HOR arrays in CHM13, indicat-
ing that centromere function is closely related
to the rapid evolution of aSat sequences.

Genetic variation across human X centromeres

Satellite DNA arrays are highly variable in size
across individuals. The extremes of satellite
size variation are often plainly visible under the
microscope in chromosomal karyotypes (30),
yet the clinical relevance of these variants re-
mainsunknownand largelyunexplored. Studies
have provided low-resolution sequencing-based
evidence for variability in both satellite array
lengths and in the frequency of certain se-
quence and structural variants within human
populations (11–13, 29). However, satellite array
variation and evolution have remained poorly
understood at base-level resolution owing to a
lack of complete centromere assemblies.
Therefore, we characterized and compared

centromere array assemblies from chrX across
seven XY individuals with diverse genetic
ancestry [lymphoblastoid cell lines from (70)]
(Fig. 5A, fig. S16, and table S12). We assigned
repeats in the cenX active array to sevenHOR-
haps, revealing both localized and broad var-
iationwithin each array (42). For example, we
identified duplications spanning hundreds of
kilobases in two assemblies relative to CHM13
(HG01109 andHG03492) (Fig. 5A and fig. S17).
Four of the seven arrays contain zones of re-
cent HOR expansion in the younger HOR-hap
(CHM13, HG01109, HG02145, and HG03098).
The remaining three assemblies show a trend
of recent expansion within older HOR-haps
closer to the p-arm (HG03492, HG01243, and
HG02055). We also found evidence for a re-
cently expanded HOR-hap type (HOR-hap 6)
present in three individuals with recent African
ancestry but absent in the other individuals,
including CHM13 (Fig. 5A, dark red).
Next, we studied how this variation within

aSats relates to variationacross single-nucleotide
variants (SNVs) that tend to be co-inheritedwith
the centromere. Becausemeiotic crossover rates
are low in peri/centromeric regions (71), cen-
tromeres are embedded in long haplotypes,
called cenhaps (72). Cenhaps are identified by
clustering pericentromeric SNVs into phylo-
genetic trees and then splitting them into
large clades of shared descent. We divided
a group of 1599 XY individuals genotyped
using published short-read sequencing data
(73) into 12 cenhaps (with 98 individuals
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remaining unclassified) (Fig. 5B, fig. S18, and
database S12). We also used these short-read
sequencing data to estimate the absolute size
of each individual’s chrX active HOR array
(fig. S19 and database S12) (12, 72), along with
the relative proportion of that individual’s
array belonging to each HOR-hap (42). This
analysis revealed that distinct cenhaps have
different aSat array size distributions and dif-
ferent averageHOR-hap compositions (Fig. 5B
and fig. S18). For example, HOR arrays be-
longing to cenhaps 1 and 2 tend to be larger
overall than those belonging to cenhaps 3 to
12. We found a recent duplication in the chrX
HOR array, representing hundreds of kilo-
bases, that is common in cenhap 1 and can
explain the relatively larger average array sizes
in this cenhap (Fig. 5B).
Two of the 12 cenhaps (1 and 2) are very

common in non-African populations (49 and
47% of individuals, respectively) and rare in
African populations (1.7 and 3.5%, respec-
tively) (Fig. 5C). The remaining 10 cenhaps
are almost exclusive to African populations
as well as those with recent African admixture
(ASW, PUR, CLM, and ACB). The relatively
low cenhap diversity in non-African popula-
tions is consistent with their lower overall
genetic diversity, which is attributable to
demographic bottlenecks during early human
migrations out of Africa (70). This analysis
also revealed that HOR-hap 6 appears to be
almost exclusively found in cenhaps 10 to 12,
which form an anciently diverged clade within
African populations (Fig. 5B). These findings
demonstrate that centromere-linked SNVs can
be used to tag and track the evolution of aSat,
and they underline the need for greater repre-
sentation of African genomes in pan-genome
assembly efforts.
Last, to dissect the sequence differences

between two arrays from the same cenhap,
we compared two finished centromere assem-
blies from CHM13 and HG002, a cell line
whose chrX array had been constructed by
use of T2T assemblymethods andwhose array
structure had been experimentally validated
(2). We found both genomes to be highly con-
cordant across the array, apart from three re-
gions, where we observed recent amplifications
and/or deletions of repeats (Fig. 5D and fig.
S20). These comparisons of completely as-
sembled centromeres demonstrate that sat-
ellite DNA variation is common at both coarse
and fine scales, raising the question of how this
genetic variation relates to possible epigenetic
variation in centromere positioning.

Epigenetic variation across human
X centromeres

To examine how centromere positioning varies
among individuals, we compared patterns of
CENP-A CUT&RUN enrichment on the fully
assembled chrX centromeres from HG002 and
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CHM13 (26). The region with the strongest
CENP-A enrichment in both arrays coincides
with the most pronounced sequence differ-
ences between CHM13 and HG002, mostly
because of structural rearrangements (Fig.
5D, yellow, and fig. S20). Despite these local
structural differences, CENP-A remains posi-
tioned over CDRs and young HOR-haps in
both individuals.
Last, we askedwhether CENP-A enrichment

patterns were consistently found in younger
HOR-haps, as observed in CHM13 andHG002,
across seven additional cell lines with publicly
available CENP-A NChIP-seq and CUT&RUN
datasets (Fig. 5E and fig. S21). Unlike CHM13,
in three XY individuals we observed CENP-A
enrichment within the older HOR-hap sub-
region, proximal to the p-arm, indicating the
presence of an epiallele [HuRef (74), HT1080b
(75), and MS4221 (76)]. This coincides with an

alternative CDR observed in the HG03098 cell
line [CDR I from (26)] (Fig. 5E). Further, we
examined two independent CUT&RUN ex-
periments from the RPE-1 cell line (XX) (77)
and found enrichment on both older and
youngerHOR-haps, which could be explained
if the two chrX homologs carry different func-
tional epialleles. Three additional XX cell lines
were consistent with CHM13, providing evi-
dence that the same CENP-A–enriched HOR-
hap is shared across both chrX homologs in
each line (IMS13q, PDNC4, and K562) (Fig. 5E
and fig. S21) (78). These overlap a CDR also
seen in the HG01109 cell line [CDR II from
(26)] (Fig. 5E). A third CDR proximal to the
q-arm was observed in the HG01243 and
HG03492 cell lines (26), which is indicative
of a third possible CENP-A epiallele. These
findings uncover frequent variation in the
position of the chrX centromere, with some

XX individuals potentially harboring heter-
ozygous epialleles.

Discussion

This study provides comprehensive maps of
recently assembled human peri/centromeric
regions to facilitate exploration of their func-
tion, variation, and evolution. Using this re-
source, we uncovered strong evidence that
the genetic and epigenetic fates of centromeres
are intertwined through evolution: aSat arrays
evolve through layered expansions, and the
inner-kinetochore protein CENP-A tends to
associate with the most recently expanded
sequences. The kinetochore frequently shifts
to new loci, and the old loci rapidly shrink
and decay.
One possible explanation for this relation-

ship is that aSat expansions occur indepen-
dently of the kinetochore, but the kinetochore
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Fig. 5. Substantial genetic and epigenetic variation in and around the
chrX centromere. (A) Comparing the active aSat HOR array on chrX (DXZ1)
between (top) CHM13 and six HPRC cell line HiFi read assemblies. Tracks
indicate HOR-haps (top, k = 7; bottom, k = 2) and recent HOR duplication events
(bottom, as in Fig. 4A). (B) (Left) Phylogenetic tree illustrating the relationships
of 12 cenhaps defined by using short-read data from 1599 XY genomes from
(70, 73) plus HG002, CHM13, and HuRef. Triangle vertical length is proportional
to the number of individuals in that cenhap (98 individuals, labeled NA and
colored dark gray, belong to small clades not among the 12 major cenhaps).
(Middle) Barplots illustrating the average HOR-hap compositions for all
individuals within each cenhap, colored as in (A). (Right) Ridgeline plots
indicating the distribution of estimated total array sizes for all individuals
within each cenhap, with individual values represented as jittered points.

(C) Populations represented among the 1599 XY genomes, with pie charts
indicating the proportion of cenhap assignments within each population, with
the same colors used as in the tree in (B). Population descriptions are in (42).
(D) Comparison of the DXZ1 assembly for CHM13 and HG002, which are both
in cenhap 2. Tracks are as in (A), with the addition of a top track to indicate
regions that align closely (gray) or are diverged (yellow) between the two
individuals. Vertical dotted line indicates the homologous site of a CHM13
expansion on the HG002 array. (Bottom) StainedGlass dotplots representing
the percent identity of self-alignments within the array, with a color-key
and histogram below (88). (E) A comparison of CENP-A coverage (NChIP-seq
or CUT&RUN) in eight cell lines relative to the CHM13 chrX centromere
assembly. Each track is normalized to its maximum peak height in the array.
Below are CDR positions from (26).
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maintains an affinity for some property of
recently expanded sequences, such as their
homogeneity (the “independent expansion
hypothesis”). Kinetochore-independent expan-
sion is feasible in light of our observation of
large duplications and localized repeat ex-
pansions in noncentromeric satellites such as
HSat3 arrays, which are not associated with
kinetochores (fig. S11). Another possibility is
that kinetochore proteins—or other proteins
that may associate with the centromere such
as loading, replication, recombination, or re-
pair factors—play a causal role in the expansion
of particular HOR variants [the “kinetochore
selection hypothesis” (36)]. This aligns with
the proposed recombination-based homoge-
nization process in Arabidopsis (79). Further,
experiments inmodel organisms have demon-
strated that extreme array sequence variants
increase meiotic and mitotic nondisjunction
rates and can promote both mutational drive
and/or female meiotic drive (20, 80–82). Sim-
ilar drive mechanisms (83), along with selec-
tion for variants that promote high-fidelity
chromosome transmission, may also play a
role in shaping centromeric sequence evolu-
tion in humans. Exploring these evolutionary
models, as well as studying why CENP-A co-
localizes with CDRs, will require precise exper-
imental methods for measuring interactions
between kinetochore proteins and repetitive
DNA [such as DiMeLo-seq (84)].
Fully assembled peri/centromeric regions

also provide a reference against which se-
quencing information from multiple individ-
uals can be aligned and compared. By doing
so, we uncovered a 400-kb polymorphic dele-
tion of an entire HSat3 array and a 1.7-Mb
polymorphic inversion in an active aSat HOR
array, both on chr1. We also detected an ex-
pansion of a particular aSat sequence variant
on chrX in individuals with recent African
ancestry. This high degree of satellite DNA
polymorphism underlines the need to pro-
duce T2T assemblies from genetically diverse
individuals, to fully capture the extent of hu-
man variation in these regions, and to shed
light on their recent evolution. Measuring
this variation will also be essential to under-
stand the functional consequences of satellite
variation on centromere function or, in the
case of HSat3, on phenomena such as sat-
ellite transcription in response to stress [re-
viewed in (38)].
Along with genetic variation, we identified

epigenetic variation in the location of CENP-A
within the aSat array on chrX, similar to a rare
but well-studied epiallele on chr17 (85–87).
CENP-A is typically positioned on young
HOR-haps on chrX, as seen for most chro-
mosomes in CHM13. However, in some cell
lines, CENP-A appears to be positioned over
older chrXHOR-haps more than amegabase
away (Fig. 5E), which is similar to the posi-

tioning of the chr6 CENP-A locus in CHM13.
Thus, although CENP-A tends to localize to
the most recently expanded HORs, there are
exceptions on at least some chromosomes in
some individuals. Studying centromere posi-
tioning across many samples, across families,
and across different tissues from the same indi-
viduals will reveal the extent of this epigenetic
plasticity in centromere localization and how
this epigenetic variation relates to genetic var-
iation and evolution. This will potentially illu-
minate how human cells maintain essential
centromere functions despite the rapid evolu-
tion of centromericDNAand inner-kinetochore
proteins, an anomaly referred to as the “cen-
tromere paradox” (20).

Materials and methods

A very brief methods overview is provided
here. Detailed methods are provided in (42).
Repeats in the T2T-CHM13 assembly were
annotated by parsing and combining output
from RepeatMasker [provided in (40)] along
with custom-built pipelines for annotating
aSat and HSat2,3 (42). Regions identified as
“SAR” by RepeatMasker were annotated as
HSat1A, and regions annotated as “HSATI”
by RepeatMasker were annotated as HSat1B.
aSat HOR-haps were identified by (i) gen-
erating multiple alignments of all HOR units
(or subregions of HOR units) from an array,
(ii) deriving a consensus sequence, (iii) recod-
ing the individual sequences into binary vec-
tors based on matches to the consensus, and
(iv) clustering these binary vectors by use of
k-means clustering. Phylogenetic analyses of
aSat sequences were performed with MEGA5.
Dotplots colored by percent identity were
produced with StainedGlass (88).
To analyze short-read NChIP-seq and

CUT&RUN data, two parallel methods were
developed: (i) marker-assisted mapping to
the T2T-CHM13 reference and (ii) reference-
free region-specific marker enrichment. For
marker-assisted mapping, reads were aligned
to the reference then filtered to include only
alignments that overlap precomputed nucle-
otide oligomers of length k (k-mers) that occur
in only one distinct position in the reference.
For reference-free enrichment analysis, a
set of k-mers that are enriched in CENP-A–
targeted sequencing reads (relative to reads
from input or immunoglobulin G controls)
were first identified. Next, these enriched
k-mers were compared with precomputed
k-mers in the reference that occur exclusively
within a single window of a given size (“region-
specific markers”). Windows with multiple
matches to enriched k-mers were reported
as enriched for CENP-A. We performed a sim-
ilar analysis using HOR-hap–specific markers
on chrX, to reveal the broad enrichment of
CENP-A on each HOR-hap across multiple
individuals (fig. S21).
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